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Abstract
The name Anji is derived from a forest in China's Zhejiang province that is rich in biodiversity. The climate of
Anji is ideal for the growth of bamboo in particular. Anji aptly symbolizes the environment that we develop with our
growth-oriented ecosystem. The Anji Foundation hopes that AnjiEco will one day be considered as the ultimate
destination for investment, community development, and the future of DeFi and finance.
AnjiEco is a decentralised network of applications and services in an ever-expanding ecosystem. Aiming to
build DeFi that benefits holders, the environment, and most importantly for causes that make our world better. Anji
aims to achieve these ends utilizing three essential elements: ANJI protocol, the Ecosystem of tokens, and
AnjiSwap, a platform created through union between Anji and Eco.
This white paper provides a user-friendly overview of Anji, the AnjiEcosystem and its features in addition to
both Anji and Bamboo tokens. More specifically, this whitepaper aims to familiarize the reader with these key
components of Anji:
1) AnjiEco
2) AnjiLabs
3) Anji Foundation
4) AnjiSwap
5) ANJI protocol
6) Tomorrow Pool
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[1.00] Introduction
The beginning of 2021 ushered pandemonium into the crypto market. Utilizing new resources such as
RobinHood’s integration of crypto alt-coins, yes, we’re talking about DOGE and the myriad other canine iterations
of coins, new investors suddenly found themselves in the thick of cryptocurrency investing. Amidst this token
economy fervour, we questioned the possibility of a new type of investor’s genesis. An investor who wishes to
harness the full potential of DeFi while simultaneously making a meaningful contribution to the world. Determined
to discover an answer, we began the search with SafePanda. SafePanda, our first token, provided us with the impetus
we needed to launch AnjiEco. On our AnjiSwap platform, we've since developed our utility token Bamboo along
with a variety of dApps and services. Ultimately, AnjiEco will provide the token economy with a platform where
investors can vote with their holdings, owing to our fresh rewards token, ANJI, the ecosystem's growth, and the
exciting new AnjiLabs products.

[1.01] About the Anji Foundation
The Anji foundation looks to four distinct values that drive our progress, inform decision making, and cultivate
the culture at AnjiEco.
- Community: The foundation aspires to see a strong community of tokens, investors, and charity all
playing an important part in the early adoption of DeFi and realising its benefits in the real world.
- Decentralisation: The foundation considers that as blockchain technology is used to expand
decentralised economic mechanisms and societal value systems, profound changes will occur.
- Empathy: The foundation view empathy as an essential human characteristic. They address every
challenge by first gaining a better understanding of the other.
- Innovation: The foundation is passionate about developing new and emerging technologies to
address the existing challenges in DeFi.

[1.02] Mission
Lasting positive impact isn't created by one person amassing wealth, nor by creating funds for only a small
percentage of those in power. It isn't founded in the blind faith that leaders know exactly what their people want and
act solely in the interest of those they're supposed to serve. Impact is made through the sharing of resources and
allocation of funds to those who need them. Through humanitarian endeavors catalysed by a seemingly extinct
altruism. The faith to believe that we can, collectively, achieve better material conditions for ourselves through
collaboration and in a very twenty-first century fashion, crypto happens to be our vehicle taking us to a better future.
We exist to assure the Anji Ecosystem's continuous improvement while also contributing to the advancement
of blockchain as a paradigm-shifting technology. We believe that through catalysing growth in the blockchain space,
we can directly support charities and causes that make the world a better place. The Anji Foundation aspires to use
emerging technologies to make a difference in the real world.
Shaping a new type of investor:
As DeFi has become more widely available, a new breed of investor has surfaced. An investor who does not
wish to enrich corporations that have depleted the world's resources. We try to accompany and inspire this type of
investor who wants to put their money to better use.
Growing the global Anji community, decentralised:
We are dedicated to creating a decentralised and transparent platform. It is our responsibility, as impartial and
unbiased representatives, to ensure that effective governance, standards, and ethics exist and are maintained. We aim
to strengthen and assist the global Anji community as part of our custodial oversight through a variety of inclusive
programmes and endeavours.
Ensuring stakeholder accountability:
We seek to ensure that the Anji ecosystem is accessible, follows suitable standards, and communicates
effectively. We participate in the creation of legislation and commercial standards by ensuring stakeholder
accountability and stressing transparency, appropriateness, clarity, and comprehensiveness across the ecosystem.
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Facilitating partnerships:
We value collaboration and united action. To assist the widespread acceptance of Anji and DeFi as a whole,
we partner with powerful tokens and projects, including charities and causes. We can achieve collaborative success,
accelerate interoperability, and unlock value for Anji holders through active engagement and openness.

[2.00] AnjiEcosystem
The continuously growing AnjiEcosystem is based on a decentralized network of interconnected apps, tokens
and services, that result in the creation of DeFi that benefits holders, the environment, and, most importantly, causes
that make the world better. Anji aims for rampant growth of its ecosystem, and through its widespread adoption,
rewards and charity funds can be generated and dispersed to both holders and NGOs.

[3.00] AnjiLabs
AnjiLabs is the development team that brings the AnjiEco vision to life through construction of dApps and
services within AnjiEco. AnjiLabs has created AnjiRouter, AnjiSwap, AnjiToken, Bamboo, and AnjiSwap Lite.

[3.01] AnjiSwap
AnjiSwap, our user-friendly token exchange interface, has made DeFi
simpler than ever. It allows investors to conveniently swap and stake listed
tokens inside the Anji ecosystem. AnjiSwap lowers the entrance hurdle for
new crypto investors whilst also offering the potential for more experienced
crypto users to pursue more advanced DeFi opportunities.
The Anji Foundation recognises that DeFi is still a disconcerting
place for the discerning or less experienced user; in acknowledgement of
this, AnjiSwap was created to be clean, elegant, and simple to use dApp to
help soften the learning curve in the broader adoption of DeFi.
AnjiSwap is designed to be fluid and multi-chain compatible. This
results in pre-existing tokens not requiring to restrict themselves to one
specific platform, and as a result, be limited to one type of investor.
AnjiSwap enables interaction between multiple trading pairs from different
platforms in a single place. What differentiates AnjiSwap from others,
PancakeSwap for example, is in their integration of AnjiRouter. By using
their own router, Anji has implemented their own trading fee in lieu of
another swap’s, PancakeSwap’s 0.25% trade fee for example. The
difference here is that fees taken by AnjiSwap get rewarded to ANJI
holders and the Tomorrow Pool (which focuses on contributions to
amazing causes.) Furthermore, thanks to this approach, AnjiSwap can also
exist on other blockchains to help support tokens there.
AnjiSwap is not only more approachable then other platforms, but it
is designed with consideration for its overall goal of bringing consideration
of humanity and human elements to crypto. Anji acknowledges that a
majority of currently existing swaps, in particularly the BSC sector, are
eccentric and lack a need for another swap following these guidelines. Anji
aims to appeal to more serious investors and DeFi users. Memes and bright
colors have been removed thus displaying a more serious approach to the
process. There is no longer a thin veil of internet jargon and sensory
overload between the user and platform, and Anji has made this choice to
ensure a more human experience whilst utilizing tech.

[3.02] AnjiSwap LITE
AnjiSwap Lite is a modular approach that can be used on any website that a token in the ecosystem wishes to
integrate. By offering adaptability across numerous sights, security is provided by AnjiSwap Lite. Anji aims to make
the days of fake swaps a thing of the past. If a potential holder can visit the website of the token they want to buy,
they will feel more secure with their purchase stemming from the project itself. AnjiSwap Lite unites investors,
projects and tokens alike.
In its current conception, the market often requires users to copy the contract address and conduct transactions
through an external exchange facilitator rather than directly on the project's website when they discover a new token
they want to invest in. Only amplifying the divergence between projects, investors and ultimately stifling the
adoption of DeFi and established or emerging tokens from being better embraced in the BSC. AnjiSwap lite enables
project owners to provide a smooth swap experience to new investors and their communities directly on their
respective websites at no extra cost.
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Key features of AnjiSwap lite.
- It is free to integrate into an external project's website.
- Customisable colour schemes
- Slippage automation presets (also customizable)
- Connects to MetaMask, TrustWallet & WalletConnect
- Powered by AnjiRouter

[3.03] AnjiRouter
The AnjiRouter, built by AnjiLabs, replaces the routers used by other BSC swaps, meaning that swaps made in
AnjiSwap or AnjiSwap Lite incarnations are facilitated by Anji's 0.2% transaction fee instead of similar fees such as
PancakeSwap's. 0.25% trading fee. Anji’s 0.2% fee creates rewards for Anji holders, Tomorrow Pool for charity,
and the mechanics of AnjiSwap possible!
Proceeds from the collected transaction fees are distributed in three ways:
-

34% To Tomorrow Pool for charitable donations made every month.
33% To Anji rewards issued in real-time
33% To development/maintenance, operations, and marketing costs.

This culminates as every time a trade is made on AnjiSwap or AnjiSwap lite, users are working toward making
the world a better place and helping the growth of AnjiEco.

Swap
Swapping for Anji ecosystem tokens on Anjiswap is straightforward for new users. Make sure your wallet is
connected and holding a balance of BNB. From there, you can choose from a variety of coins or tokens for which
BNB can be exchanged. There's no need to look up addresses or other fine details like slippage amounts; these are
all set up automatically when you choose a currency or token. Users can easily tinker with the settings if they want
additional control.

Stake
Staking offers an opportunity to passively earn income on your crypto holdings, and is also possible on
AnjiSwap. It just takes one token pick, but there are numerous ways to accumulate tokens.
Users should make sure they understand the parameters of their decision when considering staking their crypto
holdings in AnjiSwap. For example; you may be only allowed to stake up to half (50%) of your holdings and there
may be time locking periods for staking.
Lastly, AnjiSwap users can also see how many tokens they've earned over their staking term.

Wallet
The AnjiSwap wallet makes it simple to monitor your progress and token balance in dollars in line with market
expectations.
When you click on the tokens, you'll get additional information about each token listed in the AnjiEcosystem.

Upgrade
The upgrade panel was designed to help users make the switch from SafePanda to AnjiToken. SafePanda
owners would have deposited their SafePanda and AnjiSwap sorted the rest. Individuals who made deposits
following this guideline would have been able to claim their new tokens when AnjiToken was launched.

Claim and Reinvest
Holders of AnjiTokens can claim their BNB rewards (smart contract dividends) and reinvest them all within
the AnjiSwap. They can see how much BNB they've earned, claim their earning, and send them to wallet. As an
incentive for reinvestment, holders have the option of reinvesting their earned BNB to acquire more ANJI at a
reduced tax rate of only 5% during the claim procedure. On the other hand, holders can utilize their BNB earning in
any manner they choose.
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Future Plans for AnjiSwap
The Anji Foundation aims to list a diverse set of high potential tokens ranging from charity, financial and
GameFi based projects on AnjiSwap; however, if a project feels they can add value to the AnjiEcosystem, they can
of course contact the listings team for review and potential listing.
Ultimately, Anji hopes to simplify the process and lower the learning curve required to get started in crypto.
To complete its goal, AnjiLabs is developing a wallet app, poised to compete with MetaMask and Trust.

[3.04] ANJI
Anji Token is the world's first smart contract dividends token, the protocol combines elements of preference
and equity shareholding, merging the autonomous and trustless aspects of DeFi with established CeFi mechanisms.

ANJI Contract Address (BSC):
0xfc619ffcc0e0f30427bf938f9a1b2bfae15bdf84

Tokenomics:
-

Total Supply: 10,000,000,000
SafePanda to Anji Upgrade: 2,000,000,000 (20%)
Presale: 4,500,000,000 (45%)
Liquidity Pool: 2,500,000,000 (25%)
Future Partnerships: 1,000,000,000 (10%)

Anji Protocol
ANJI (or $ANJI) is a reward-focused cryptocurrency that gives holders of ANJI the blockchain's native token
(currently BNB, but soon to be heavily diversified) as a reward on all transactions, a percentage of the returns from
Anji apps and services, and the ability to re-invest at a greatly reduced charge back into the ecosystem. The Anji
Ecosystem revolves around ANJI.
All transactions (buys, sells, and transfers) are coded into the ANJI contract to collect 10% in fees:
-

3% for the liquidity pool
3% rewards to holders in the blockchain native token (BNB)
2% contribution to Tomorrow Pool
2% contribution to AnjiFoundation: development, operations and marketing

Liquidity
At the time of debut, liquidity was frozen for six months. Anji has created safeguards, re-locking and
governance platform, that create a flexible but secure protocol that remains future-proof.
Every re-locking allows the Anji Foundation to refine and tweak the protocols, and our soon-to-be-released
governance platform will allow the community to propose and vote on modifications.

Audit
The protocol passed TechRate's pre-launch audit. Furthermore, a post-launch Certik audit is currently being
conducted and slated for completion on December 6th, 2021.

Get AnjiToken
The most convenient way for users to buy, sell, and swap ANJI tokens is through AnjiSwap. Simply visit
AnjiSwap, connect your wallet, and ensure that you have some BNB in your wallet.
AnjiToken is also available on PancakeSwap. If investors would like to, they can acquire Anji on
PancakeSwap. Before they can make the swap, they'll need to connect to their wallet, add the contract address, and
change the slippage to 11%.
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Applications
There are multiple uses and rewards to holding Anji.
-

Smart Dividends: Become an effective shareholder in AnjiEco.
Earn BNB: Rewards for holders, simply by holding.
Reinvest: Reinvest your earned BNB at a reduced tax fee.
AnjiEco Benefits: 50% off all transaction fees on AnjiSwap
Tomorrow Pool Charity: Passively donate to amazing causes.
Earn Bamboo: Stake AnjiToken to receive Bamboo. (Coming Soon)

Smart Dividends
Anji’s smart dividends is a one-of-a-kind feature that turns holders into effective AnjiEco shareholders.
This is the first of its type smart dividend function. It's more than just a BNB rewards mechanism: it encourages
holders to reinvest in ANJI at a reduced transaction fee of 5%.
Holders stand to gain from the smart dividends function in two ways:
-

A percentage of each transaction that uses the Anji Protocol (2%);
A percentage of the transaction fees collected by present (AnjiSwap & AnjiSwap lite) and future
dApps and services (33%).

This ensures that AnjiEco can thrive in a rewarding and sustainable DeFi environment.

Earn BNB
Rewards will accumulate throughout the time of a wallet holding ANJI. You will forfeit any earned BNB
rewards when selling all held AnjiToken or when transferring all AnjiToken

Reinvest
Acquire extra Anji with reduced fees or donate to Tomorrow Pool.
Holders can reinvest their earned BNB to acquire more ANJI with an extra 5% of tokens or exchange it for
other tokens in the ecosystem, increasing their holdings.
Holders also have the option to reinvest in something worthwhile by donating their earned BNB to charity.
(Tomorrow Pool)

Benefits
- Anji holders who hold more than $100 USD worth of Anji receive a 50% reduction on trading fees in
AnjiSwap
- Anji Swap replaces the routers used on other platforms with our own.

Tomorrow Pool
The Tomorrow Pool is what we like to think of as the
heart of Anji Foundation. It’s a peek into the humanity of our
cause and achieved through the multiple methods of fund
allocation.
Determined to present multifaceted approaches to charity
work, Anji has pioneered three effective measures of fund
generation for its charity pool:
1) two percent of each swap is converted to BNB and allocated
to the Tomorrow Pool;
2) Utilizing its own router, Anjiswap takes .02 percent of each
swap, divides the amount by a third, and allocates the end
amount to the Tomorrow Pool;
3) Owners of Anji can donate their rewards to the Tomorrow
Pool.
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[3.04] Bamboo
The utility token of the ecosystem, Bamboo (BMBO or $BMBO) is critical to the AnjiEcosystem's unity and
the creation of new prospects for AnjiEco users. Bamboo will also be used for a multitude of reasons both now and
in the future.

Bamboo Contract Address (BSC)
0x4510e3ac69574f3dfdb43139e97773b542c386e1

Tokenomics:
-

Total Supply 1,000,000,000,000,000
Presale 400,000,000,000,000
Liquidity Pool 250,000,000,000,000
Future Partnerships 100,000,000,000,000

Application: There are both current and future applications for Bamboo.
- Governance: Holders will have a say in shaping the AnjiEcosystem. (In Development)
- Vote: Vote monthly for which charitable cause receives Tomorrow Pool donation. (In
Development)
- Future: AnjiLabs will utilize Bamboo for further utility in AnjiEco.

Protocol:
Bamboo's (BMBO or $BMBO) protocol has a burn mechanism that diminishes the overall supply with each
transaction. (Also known as the hyper burn. As tokens are burned, the remaining tokens become more valuable in
the ecosystem.
Anji is engineering a culture where long-term investors have more voting power in future decisions and where
loyalty is rewarded.
The Bamboo contract is programmed to take 10% of all transactions (buys, sells, and transfers) as fees:
-

2% for the liquidity pool
2% tokens burned with every transaction
2% taken to carbon neutralise the ecosystem
2% contribution to AnjiFoundation: development, operations and marketing
2% to Anji stakers

Get Bamboo: Acquiring Bamboo is made simple by AnjiSwap, the most convenient way for users to buy, sell,
and swap Bamboo token is through AnjiSwap. Simply visit AnjiSwap, connect your wallet, and ensure that you
have some BNB in your wallet.
Bamboo is available on PancakeSwap as well. If investors would like to, they can acquire Bamboo on
PancakeSwap. Before they can make the swap, they'll need to connect to their wallet, add the contract address, and
change the slippage to 11%.

Stake
Bamboo was also created to be staked for other tokens in the ecosystem. Bamboo token holders can currently
stake their holdings for World of Waves (WoW) token, which is a great opportunity to learn more about the
ecosystem without having to directly invest.

Carbon Neutral
Planting seeds for the future. A percentage of transaction fees from Bamboo go towards making regular
donations to our partner, OneTreePlanted, to assist in the replanting of trees across the world.
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Vote (In Development)
Speak volumes with Bamboo. Bamboo will direct the Tomorrow Pool’s allocation of generated funds. Thus,
Bamboo will allow for the community to have a say on important decisions—where Tomorrow Pool funds should be
donated or which product AnjiLabs should develop next, for example. This function will bring AnjiEco's
community closer together and take place on the currently under-construction governance platform.

Future
Powering future AnjiEco dApp's and services. Bamboo will be integrated into the mechanics of additional
dApps, products, and services as they are introduced. Bamboo allows the AnjiEcosystem to engage with the future
progression of AnjiEco.

[4.00] Disclaimer
This Whitepaper is issued for information purposes only.
This is not an offer to buy, sell or trade any token within the AnjiEcosystem. Furthermore, this whitepaper is
neither a prospectus nor an offer document of any kind, and it is not meant to be construed as an offer or solicitation
of any investment, other product, or service in any jurisdiction. It should not be used to make:
- a contract or purchase decision;
- accounting, legal, or tax advice;
- investment recommendation.
This Whitepaper and its contents has not been, and will not be, registered under any legal or regulatory
scheme, nor have they been reviewed or evaluated by any regulatory authority.
This is neither a prospectus nor an investment solicitation.
This document is not intended to be used in conjunction with any securities offering in any jurisdiction.
This Whitepaper and any other materials do not constitute an offer, solicitation, or sale in any country where
such an offer, solicitation, or sale would be unlawful.
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